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lntroduction

Passed have the times of our grandfathers who used gold

bands covered with an occlusal lid to fabricats slewrls (11)'

Since the last 50 years dental technicians cast their metal

cases according to the "lost-wax" principle.

Nowadays technicians work with many different dental

waxes, which are in general easy to use, and which have

relatively little cooling contraction after they had been

heated up. However what all waxes are missing is real

stability (8).

This missing strength of our dental waxes is where the

difficulties come from when lifting a complex bridge or

implant case off the model (distortion). It is also the

reason why a refractory model is needed when producing

partials or full plates.
Altematively modelling resins had been introduced to

the market which provide the needed stability to avoid

distortion when lifting the case off the model and could

even be tried intraorally. These materials however have

high polymerisation shrinkage and are rather difficult to

model nicely (10).

After evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of

these existing materials for modelling dental cases, a new

material that combines the advantages of wax and resin

but avoids their disadvantages had been developed: the

light cured wax Metacon.

Light cured wox

This l ight cured Metacon wax

basical ly  handles l ike

convent ional  wax and can be

melted with an electric wax knife

or over the bunsen-bumer with an
instrument. This would be the

normal, so-called "hot" modelling
technique. At the same time the

Metacon wax can a lso be

model led to the desi red shape

so to say "cold"- meaning with

f ingers and metal -  or  s i l icon
instruments, as it becomes rather

sof t  just  a l i t t le  over  room
temperature ( "Play.Dooh" l ike

consistency), while it will not start curing under normal

laboratory lighting conditions.
By light curing the Metacon wax in a special light

curing unit it becomes acrylic. This acrylic is strong

enough to grind it with rotary instruments (carbide burs,

sil icon polishers). The final passive fit can easily be

ver i f ied on the master  model  or  even int raora l ly

before casting.
\7ith Metacon wax any kind of dental case can be

modelled directly on the master model no matter if it is

going to be a fixed or a removable restoration. So this

material is not only a big time saver, but also the needed

amounts of duplicating and investment materials' which

had up to th is  point  been inevi table for  par t ia l

frameworks, can be greatly reduced.

Slep-byslep modelling pro(edure for fixed reslorolions
(bridges)

In order to wax up an understructure for a ceramic or

acry l ic  veneered br idge,  the stone master  model  is

prepared conventionally with pinned dies.

Die spacer is applied as needed in the same way as if

working with conventional wax (ending approx. 1 mm

above the margin). It is advisable to use white, grey or

blue color die spacer, as these colours will not so much

absorb the UVlight and consequently will not negatively

influence the light curing process (3)' ,{5 the next step

Metaseal model and die separator is applied. Metaseal is a

liquid material that penetrates the pores of the dental
stone and seals it. Tho layers of
Metaseal are needed. The second
appl icat ion can be done 2-3
minutes after the first layer was

applied. The result is a fine layer
of Metaseal separator that will
avoid Metacon wax sticking to
the model. One further separator
as part of the Metacon system is

Metatouch. Metatouch, a Pink
colored separator  wi th a sof t
paste like consistency is used on
dies where die spacer had already
been applied and on fingers or
instruments (pic.1). So basically

1. Applying Metatouch separator

onto the die spacer
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on all surfaces that are dense and don't allow penetration of a
liquid (Metaseal).

Metawax modelling wax, which comes in Z0 gram jars and
Metaform pre formed wax patterns (clasps, plates, bars, sprues,
etc.) are chemically equal. Consequently the "left-overs" from the
pre formed pattems can also be used as modelling wax.

As mentioned before, there are different ways to model the
Metacon wax. Copings, pontics, etc. can be "waxed-up" using the
material in its cold stage (Play.Doh like consistency), by just
pushing it onto the die and into the desired shape with fingers
and appropriate instruments. Since the material has a certain
translucency, the applied thickness can be easily estimated and
adjusted as needed for the case. Other methods to make the
copings are: using cut out stripes or triangles of smooth pre formed
sheet pattems which are wrapped around the die, dipping the die
in warm, liquid Metawax or waxing up the coping with an electric
wax knife or regular wax-up instruments over the Bunsen bumer.

'Vfe, 
however, greatly prefer to use the "cold" method with the

manual adaptation. It is different, yes, and can only be done with
the Metacon wax but we consider this technique the most
efficient one for this material (pic.2).

After the copings had been light cured for 10 minutes in the
special Metalight light curing unit, we can easily remove rhem

from the dies (when the separators had been used correctly) and
finish them with carbide burs or silicon polishers to the desired
thickness and shape (pic.3).

For making pontics we use a self made silicon matrix. Sfe push
the Metacon wax into the moulds manual ly  or  wi th an
instrument or alternatively we heat the wax to its liquid stage and
pour it into the moulds. This way we get uncured pontics in any
desired shape (pic.4).

In order to achieve the needed connection between pontic and
coping we use Metabond. This "liquid Metacon" is actually a light
cured connecting adhesive, with the same basic chemical
composition as the Metacon waxes, but a different consistency.

We position and connect the pontics as desired and light cure
the complete bridge one more time for 5-10 minutes (pic.5).

Once the material is evenly cured - indicated by the color
change from blue to light blue - we can lift the bridge off the
model without any worries about distortion. Since acrylic is
definitely easier to grind than metal, we try to do as much surface
trimming and finishing as possible in this acrylic stage as we want
to grind as little as possible after casting (pic.6).

!7e use Metacon sprues, especially for large and complex cases,
in order to give the whole structure extra stability for investing.
The sprues are attached to the bridge with Metabond and finally
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light cured. In case the bridge should be veneered with acrylic,

retention pearls need to be added with retention pearl glue before

investing.

Step-by+lep modelling procedure for removoble restorolions
(porfiol fromeworks)

The main advantage the Metacon material offers when producing

partial frameworks, is the possibility to work right on the master

model without duplicating and making a refractory model' This

not only increases precision, but also saves us many steps in the

work flow.
For model making a light color dental stone should be used as it

supports the light curing process much better than dark dental

stone colors would.
'We 

start the model preparation for a partial framework as usual.

After checking the model and designing the partial according to

the dentists and patients requirement, we survey the model,

determine the direction of insertion and mark the tooth equators

on the remaining teeth. \7e block out the undercuts and place

relief wax in the saddle areas where it is needed. For blocking out

and underlaying blockout wax as well as tin foil or light cured

blockout material can be used(3). After that we apply the Metaseal

seDarator to the whole stone model and use Metatouch on the

blockout and relief materials. For waxing up the partial, we have a

large variety of preformed wax patterns (clasps, bars, plates,

retentions, etc.) at our disposal. In the modelling stage these

pattems are used according to the design that was drawn on the

model .  I t  is  important  to  make sure that  a l l  pat terns are

connected thoroughly (i.e. bar or plate to retention or clasp) by

melting the two parts in their connecting zone with the electric

wax knifu or by applying Metabond "glue". When connecting the

pattems with the electric wax knife, it is important to make sure

that it is not used all the way down to the relief wax, if relief wax

instead of tin foil was used in the saddle areas (pic.7).

When polymerising partials or larger fixed restoration structures

in the Metalight light curing unit Tiend or Classic (pic7b), the

Metavac vacuum suction device is used. Due to its latex cover the

waxed up structure is adapted with controlled vacuum and

remalns in position perfectly (pic.B). To avoid any deformation of

the clasps during the vacuum suction process in the Metavac,

they can be cooled down with a cold spray prior to evacuating.

After hght curing the model is first watered and then the cured

partial is taken off the model carefully. The dispersion layer is

wiped off and the case can be trimmed to final shape with carbide

burs and/or sil icon polishers (pic.9). Even the rests can be

adjusted at that stage, as we can place the master model (which

we did build up on) in the articulator. After the trimming is
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In case of a partial acrylic denture

also a Metacon workflow that will

with metal insert there ts

lead to the desired result

final the case is sprued, invested and cast.

The hght cured Metacon material has a memory, which

means that when it is flexed it always goes back to the original

position it has been polymerised into. Due to this "Memory'

Effect" the partial can be lifted off and placed back onto the

model as desired. The clasps open and close accordingly. Since

we lift the partial off the model for investing and casting, we

have the possibility, just like with crown and bridge casting, to

invest and cast two or even more partials in one ring, which is a

big mater ia l  and t ime saver  (p ic . l0) .

Rouline (oses in the lqb

In the daily routine work we are facing numerous, most different

and sometimes difficult cases where the light cured Metacon

wax is ideal to use. Not only because Metacon can fully replace

the conventional dental waxes but also because it saves us a lot

of time and enables us to work much more flexibly.

Let's check this for example on a full denture case where, after

i t  was a l ready f ln ished in acry l ic ,  i t  had been decided to

reinforce it with an additional metal support. Conventionally

we would have had to spend extra time for duplicating and

refractory model making before we could have started the actual

mode l l i ng  wo rk .  The  fo l l ow ing  case  desc r i p t i on  f o r  an

additional metal reinforcement on an implant retained cover

denture shows how we proceeded. Initially we have to make

room on the denture where the metal reinforcement will be

placed later on by grinding off the needed amount of acrylic.

After putting the separator on the denture in this area, we apply

a preformed stipple sheet pattern (thickness .55 mm) to the

desired shape and adapt it properly by using the Metavac

vacuum suct ion device.  Af ter  l ight  cur ing in  one of  the

Metalight units, we can lift the case off the denture, contour

and finish it with carbide burs or silicon polishers, then sprue,

invest and cast it. Rapid fire investment materials work as well

as conventional over night materials. After casting the finishing

work in metal is absolutely minor. Finally the reinforcement is

artached to the denture and the case is finished (pic'11 and 12).

Using the light cured Metacon wax is also very helpful for any

other reinforcements for removable dentures as we can wax up

right on the master model and consequently come to casting at

no time (pic.13 and 14).
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quickly and successful ly. \7e just need to adapt the

clirsps, use ir prcforrned retenti()n pattern :rncl gct il clasp

retaincd high strength metal insert with perfcct prtssivc

f i r  (p ic .15) .

ln  rcgar iJs  to  imp lan t  rc ta inec l  cover  dcn t t t l cs  we

always design them with metal reinforcement to avoid

any darnagc frorn the high presstrrc appl iccl occltrsnl ly

drLring the chewing movements. This reinforccrncnt is

e:rsily modelled by just using :r .55 mm Metaform stipplc

sl-rcet pattern (pic.1(r).  Afier l ight cttr ing we ;, l i rcc thc

necessary  re ten t ion  per  too th  (p ic .17) .  A f te r  ca t t ing ,

finishing and l.,olishing we apply a tnctal-acrylic hontlcr.

I  5 .  ( ) rs t  rc i t r lo rcc t l cn t

ibr an acryLic partial

with two clasps

The basal surface of the reinforccment will be coverccl

w i th  p ink  ( ) f  l r ( lue  to  avo ic l  thc  g rey  tnc t l l  s l - rowing

through. Thc retentions ftrr thc :rcrylic tccth are ctlvered

with a tooth-color opaclue. Evcn the extension of partial

clcntr.rcs ( i .c whcn furthcr tccth rrcetlct l  to bc cxtr lrcted),

w h i c h  u s e d  t o  b e  r a t h e r  u n p r o f i t a b l e  : r n d  t i m e

constmitrg, has ntrw becomc :r f:rst ancl safc joh.

Also frrr bitc splints, whicl-r we always clcsign with gold

canine guiclance to ilvoitl prematllre weilt', working with

Mctacor-r is higl"r ly comfortal, lc. Aftcr l igl- i t  ctrnng wc

place retention pearLs on the bottom side of the modelled

crnine p:rt ts. L)rre to this extt l t  retentiot-t  we can c: lsi1y
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bond these gold canine guidance pieces ro the bite splint, once
they are cast (pic.18 and 19).

Part two of this article will appear in the next issue of this
magazine and will mainly focus on various different implant cases
produced with the Metacon light cured wax system.

The literature list will be publlshed at the end of the second
part of this article. 1Bz
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Metacon light cured wax
. trom wax to acryric -

' Wax up one of lhree ways:
1. press, pat or mold wax into proper position

with fingers or instrument (ideal for implant
' bars)
j 2. traditional method using electric wax knife
'  3.  or dip

r No dislortion or warping during the light
curing process

. Can easily be milled or trimmed before
invesling

. Great for scanning
i i i i : : i i iar: :a:

: : : : t

(fig. metalighttond)
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